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PATUX-250
THE PATUXENT BANJO
PROJECT This is a most impressive 2-CD set that
features no less than 40 tunes by as many artists. The
fact that all of the musicians here are basically from
the Washington D.C. area (or became popular in and
around that city) makes this anthology even more
noteworthy. It is a very ambitious project, and is done
up beautifully with very attractive digipak packaging and an excellent 40 page booklet that features a
very good set of notes by country music historian
Ivan Tribe, plus a page of notes for each of the artists
who appear here (along with photos of each). The
set is a solid reminder of just how much significant
Bluegrass activity there was in the area in and around
Washington and northern Virginia back in the 1950s
through the 1970s. The list of banjo pickers here is
amazing—here is a list of just some of the names
that most Bluegrass fans will recognize: Bill
Emerson, Eddie Adcock, Walt Hensley, Chris Warner,
Tom Adams, Dick Smith,
Keith Arneson, Murphy
Henry, Kevin Church,
Roni Stoneman and last
year’s IBMA banjo
picker of the year Mike
Munford. And oh yes,
there a track by Pete
Kuykendall (SAWMILL
SHUFFLE) a duet with
Michael Cleveland on
fiddle!. But this project
is not only about Bluegrass banjo, it contains some
great old-time banjo work by Reed Martin, Joe
Hermann, Paul Brown, Mark Schatz, and Stephen
Wade as well. The overall quality of the music is excellent, and there are some neat little gems like Victor Furtado’s GHOST ON HIPPIE HILL (an intriguing clawhammer tune). In addition, you will find a
list of good musicians in backing roles here—David
McLaughlin, Marshall Wilborn, Jesse Brock, Michael
Cleveland, etc. This set is highly recommended for
anyone who loves 5-string banjo! (Note: in our early
copy the notes are out of synch with the order that
the tunes actually appear—this may be corrected on
future pressings). Tunes include SUGARFOOT RAG,
DEAR OLD DIXIE, ANGELINA BAKER, BALTIMORE FIRE, HAZEL CREEK, BIRD BATH,
2-CD set: $ 18.00
LICKITY SPLIT, etc.

MRR-1019 RICH IN TRADITION “Lonesomeville”
Solid and competent traditional Bluegrass by this band
that comes from the Virginia/North Carolina region. The
band has made some personnel changes since their first
two records, with Ronnie Edwards (Guitar & vocals)
and Jacob Harbour (bass) now replacing Tim Martin,
Mickey Galyean and Brad Hiatt. Songs include LONG
JOURNEY HOME, GLORIOUS CITY, THIS IS THE
GIRL I LOVE, LET ME WALK LORD BY YOUR
SIDE, etc. $ 13.50

HESS-2014 THE CLAY HESS BAND “1” Hess, who
has a nice voice and is an excellent lead guitarist, has a very
solid and nicely done album of straight Bluegrass here (10
songs). Other members of the group include Nick Keen (mandolin), Zach Gilmer (Banjo), Irl Hees (Bass), and Brennan
Hess on vocal harmonies. Randy Kohrs is a guest who does a
good job on dobro. EMPTY OLD COAL TOWN, NO ONE
BUT MY DARLIN, IN HIS HANDS, FLORA THE LILY
OF THE WEST, SIX MORE MILES, etc. $ 13.50
HRC-063 VARIOUS OLD TIME ARTISTS “A Tribute
To Tommy Jarrell” Lots of fine old time music here on this
14 track CD that features a group of excellent musicians including Brad Leftwich, Ray Alden, James Leva, Mike Seeger,
Bert Levy, Kirk Sutphin, Bruce Molsky and Paul Brown.
There’s even a cut by Tommy Jarrell’s son B.F. (BREAKING UP CHRISTMAS). The album was produced by Bob
Carlin. FLATWOODS, CHILLY WINDS, SALLY ANN,
BACKSTEP CINDY, JOHN BROWN’S DREAM, etc. $ 13.50
OVCD-87 HANK WILLIAMS “The Garden Spot
Programs, 1950” It is likely that most casual fans of
country music will already have about all the Hank
Williams recordings that they feel they need, especially
after the release of those great Mother’s Flour recordings that were “lost”: for so many years. But for those
die hard fans of Hank, here is another totally unexpected program of his music, salvaged from another
transcribed radio program. We had never heard of the
Omnivore label, and we’d never heard of
NAUGHTON FARMS , which evidently was a huge
supplier of flowers and nursery items for rural folks
back in the days when just about everyone listened to
the radio. They had Hank Williams record a number
of shows for their radio ads, aimed at the Midwestern
customer. And though a large number of these transcriptions were shipped out to various stations, apparently only one set survived. (Hank evidently recorded
these shows in Nashville in
1950). Though the songs
are familiar (there are another two versions of
LOVESICK BLUES here
(!), the sound quality is
decent and the overall music & presentation will
please those who can’t get
too much of Hank & his
music. There are slight differences between these
shows and the commercial
MGM records—for instance Hank does a fine version
of JESUS REMEMBERED ME (here as a solo, rather
than the duet he did with wife Audrey). And the fine
notes by Colin Escott suggest that Clell Summey
(Cousin Jody) was the steel player on the sessions instead of Don Helms. Hank’s singing is as good as
ever on songs like AT THE FIRST FALL OF SNOW,
FARTHER ALONG and I’VE JUST TOLD MAMA
GOODBYE. All in all this is a very worthwhile and
well presented package, and it just serves to remind us
of the musical giant that was Hank Williams. $ 16.00

